
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a manager, strategic analytics.
We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply
for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for manager, strategic analytics

Support multiple client engagements across business industries by producing
performance
Grow and maintain relationships with business stakeholders
Coordinates and drives the communication of financial status of initiatives
with Sourcing team members and operations finance
Responsible for the financial oversight and reporting on SSB company-wide
material spend
Leads the efforts for effective material and gross margin mix modeling for the
ops finance organization
Prepares monthly results dashboard and determines, in partnership with
Sourcing leadership, other lead metrics needing monitoring and oversight
Works closely with the Director Operations Finance to provide financial
guidance to Sourcing leadership team on transformation and change
initiatives to assist team in making strong and timely decisions supported by
facts and sound analysis
Continues to refine the savings and budget tracking process - Documents
and standardizes savings and budget tracking process
Reconciles savings and expenses (one time and continuing) against the
Strategic Sourcing work-stream's actual with budget and board information
Prepares needed financial and data based analysis to define root cause for
variances and recommend change actions to remediate

Example of Manager, Strategic Analytics Job
Description
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Fluent in industry leading analytics tools and techniques including, but not
limited to, SAS, R, Python, networks analysis, and sentiment analysis
Strong analytically-anchored problem solving skills, and data mining
capabilities, with a solid background working with data, conducting analysis,
interpreting results, and writing reports/presentations to summarize findings
BA required• 3+ years of financial analysis experience required (research
experience a plus)
2-4 years professional experience in market research
Confidence to interact with and influence senior managers across Marketing,
Category and Customer functions external agency contactsMarket Research
5-7 years' experience in client facing role in a top tier manufacturer and/or
market research company (Masters or MBA preferred)


